Abstract—In this paper we present our work on creating a database of emoticons – face marks widely used to convey emotions in text-based online communication. The database is created by gathering emoticons from various online dictionaries of face marks and online jargon. The inconsistencies in emotion classification provided by various dictionaries are solved by processing them with an affect analysis system developed previously. Having the emoticon database annotated automatically this way, we extract patterns from it based on co-occurrence statistics and the theory of kinesics.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a research aiming to create a system analyzing emoticons in fully automatic manner. One of the main steps in steps to fulfill that was to create a coherent database of emoticons. To do that we first gather emoticons from Internet web sites that contain emoticon dictionaries. However, these dictionaries, although robust and rich in emotion expression, are usually grouped according to subjective naming criteria. We unify the naming using a previously developed affect analysis system and gather only the groups with naming coherent with scientific classification of emotions applied in our research. Further, the regrouped emoticons are divided into semantic areas, such as representations of mouths and eyes. Finally the semantic areas are annotated based on co-occurrence statistics and the theory of kinesics.

II. DEFINITION OF EMOTICON

In this research we define emoticon as a one-line string of symbols containing at least one set of semantic areas (mouth [M] and eyes [E]), emoticon borders [B], and additional areas [S]. Although we allow part of the set to be of empty value. See Table 1 for details.

III. THEORY OF KINESICS

The word kinesics, as defined by Vargas [4], refers to all non-verbal behavior related to movement, such as postures, gestures and facial expressions and today is the anthropological term for body language. It is studied as an important part of nonverbal (or "iconic") communication along with paralanguage (e.g. voice modulation) and proxemics (e.g. social distance). The term was first used by Birdwhistell in 1952 [5], who founded the theory of kinesics in the fifties and developed it further till seventies [6]. The theory assumes that non-verbal behavior is used in everyday communication systematically and can be studied similarly to language. A minimal part distinguished in kinesics is a kineme - the smallest set of body moves containing a certain meaning, e.g. raising eyebrows, or moving eyes upward in face movements. Birdwhistell developed a set of kinemes which he used in annotation of body movements in his research.

A. Emoticons in the View of Kinesics

One of the current applications of kinesics is in annotation of affect display in psychology to determine which emotion is represented by which body movement or face expression. Emoticons can be considered as representations of body language in online text-based communication. This is also confirmed by similarities between kinemes and the semantic areas of emoticons defined in this research. This suggests that the reasoning applied in kinesics can be applied as well to the analysis of emoticons.

Using this reasoning we based our analysis of emotive information conveyed in emoticons on annotations of the particular semantic areas grouped in an automatically constructed emoticon database.

IV. DATABASE OF EMOTICONS

B. Resource Collection

To create a coherent database of emoticons and its semantic areas we first needed a collection of raw emoticons. These were extracted from seven online emoticon dictionaries available on seven popular Web pages dedicated to emoticons: Face-mark Party, Kaomojiya, Kaomoji-toshokan, Kaomoji-café, Kaomoji Paradise, Kaomojisyo and Kaomoji Station1. The all of those dictionaries are easily accessible from the Internet and provide a large collection of popular and emoticons.

Table 1. Examples of emoticons with different numbers of sets of semantic areas: [M] - mouth; [E], [E] – eyes; [B], [B] - emoticon borders; [S], [S] - additional areas;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of sets</th>
<th>Emoticon</th>
<th>S,</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>B,</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S,</th>
<th>S,</th>
<th>S,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(L, E, S)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(M, E)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(M, E)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Unification of Database Naming

The data in every dictionary is divided into numerous categories, such as “greetings”, “affirmations”, “actions”, “hobby”, or “expressing emotion”. The number of categories however and their nomenclature is far from unification. Every dictionary provides its own category number and naming. To solve this problem we processed all of the category names with the dictionary provides its own category number and naming. To this end we performed all of the category names with the use of previously developed affect analysis system. Finally, the emoticons are divided into semantic areas, like mouths or eyes and the hit-rate statistics of all their co-occurrence was calculated. The division of emotions into semantic areas is based on Birdwhistell’s [5,6] idea of kinemes as minimal meaningful elements in body language, which he described in his theory of kinesics.

The database in its shape as described in this paper will be used in the emoticon analysis system. We will determine the possible emotion affiliations for every element in the database using Spearman’s correlation test. As the database contains over ten thousand of unique emoticons and several thousands of elements for each unique semantic area, in our assumption, the system based on this database will be capable to automatically annotate potential emotion types to any emoticon. There is finite number of semantic areas used by users in emoticons generated during online communication. We believe the database described here is sufficient enough to cover most of the possibilities. If this proves to be true, with the use of semantic area databases the system will potentially be capable of emotion classification of original emoticons generated by the users creatively and not appearing in the database as unique emoticons.

After implementation, we plan to evaluate the system’s performance in such areas like: 1) emoticon detection in a sentence (using kappa value); 2) emoticon extraction from a sentence (using balanced F-score); 3) division of emoticon into semantic areas (using accuracy); 4) emotion classification of emoticons (using balanced F-score for each of ten emotion types distinguished in this research).
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